RAFFERTY

Gerald Rafferty (16 April 4 January ) was a Scottish singer- songwriter known for his solo hits "Baker Street", "Right
Down the Line" and " Night Owl".Rafferty, from O Raifeartaigh, is an Irish surname, and may refer to: Lt-Col Adrian
Rafferty, Clerk to the Worshipful Company of Curriers Anne Rafferty (born.The name Rafferty is a boy's name of Irish
origin meaning "floodtide, abundance, prosperity". Jaunty and raffish, Rafferty is one of the most engaging of the Irish
surnames, used by Jude Law and Sadie Frost for their son. Irish Baby Names for Boys.Rafferty - To make a complete
mess of a Job, where a Job is broken beyond repair and the end user is "flapping" because it cannot be rescued.The
REAL Gerry Rafferty Page. likes talking about this. 'Over my head there was so much to see in the sky, just that feeling
of being alive.Rafferty definition, confused; disorganized. See more.Complete your Gerry Rafferty record collection.
Discover Gerry Rafferty's full discography. Shop new and used Vinyl and CDs.The latest Tweets from RAFFERTY
(@rafferty): "Found a white walker ? @ Park City, Utah nokazuton.com".The Scottish singer-songwriter Gerry Rafferty,
who has died aged 63 after a long illness, wrote the multimillion-selling hit Baker Street, which.Drama Military surgeon
Rafferty, now a civilian, brings his rigid army ways to the more casual scene at City General. Often clashing with other
staff, he's a mentor to.The BBC artist page for Gerry Rafferty. Find the best clips, watch programmes, catch up on the
news, and read the latest Gerry Rafferty.Find Gerry Rafferty biography and history on AllMusic - Gerry Rafferty was a
popular music giant at the.Find Gerry Rafferty bio, music, credits, awards, & streaming links on AllMusic - A member
of Stealers Wheel and an acclaimed solo.From folk roots to Stealers Wheel to solo success, Gerry Rafferty seemed to
move through eras of popular music with ease. In truth, the star was.The career of Gerry Rafferty from folk-roots to
multi-million selling success and alcohol-fuelled demise is chronicled Classic Rock Gerry Rafferty new songs, albums,
biography, chart history, photos, videos, news, and more on Billboard, the go-to source for what's hot in music.
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